Trumpet Studio/Ensembles Audition
Fall 2021

Excerpts for audition:
**Copland:** Buckaroo Holiday
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0ZpHxmR8wI

**Rimsky-Korsakov:** Procession of the Nobles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWCoMUCpF2I

**Vaughan Williams:** Folk Song Suite/March: Seventeen Come Sunday
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9a0ym35R6I

**Vaughan Williams:** Folk Song Suite/Intermezzo: My Bonny Boy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9a0ym35R6I

**Vaughan Williams:** Toccata Marziale
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= CJIECNQI9K4

**Shostakovich:** Concerto for Piano and Trumpet (Trumpet in Bb)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= U5tAyEC3igQ

**Sousa:** The Stars and Stripes Forever
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-7XHyyvlpE

Directions:
1. Please prepare all of the music presented above.*
2. Excerpts will be selected from written excerpts of the music listed above.
3. All excerpts are in Bb (no transposition necessary). However, you may perform on either Bb or C trumpet (transposition required for C trumpet performance/audition). Please use a mute (*con Sordine or con Sord.: This usually means “straight mute.”*) when notated in the score.
4. Examples of each excerpt are presented above (from YouTube). Please use these listening selections for reference for tempos and interpretation. (You may choose to listen to other examples of these pieces. Listening to as many examples as possible is encouraged.)

*I have given you a lot of music to practice. We will not be able to hear all of it on an audition. However, all of this music is standard literature of which you will perform or need to be familiar with while studying for a career in music performance, music education, etc. Listen to the entire piece or suggested examples. Get to know the composer. Listen to the character and expression of the performers and imitate their musicianship and style.
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stokesjm@appstate.edu
The Stars and Stripes Forever by John Philip Sousa (1854-1932)
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Toccata Marziale by Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)
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Toccata Marziale, by Ralph Vaughan Williams © Copyright 1924 by H. W. J. Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. Reprinted by permission of Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Procession of the Nobles

Solo or 1st Bb Cornet

Allegro moderato e maestoso (\( \dot{q} = 112 \))

Excerpt No. 1

Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov
arranged for the Goldman Band
by Erik W. G. Leidzen

Excerpt No. 2

Solo

By Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, Arranged by Erik W. G. Leidzen
Copyright (c) 1938 by Carl Fischer, Inc. Copyright renewed.
All rights assigned to Carl Fischer, LLC.
All rights reserved. Used with permission
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